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1 Executive Summary

We review linear and nonlinear frequency division multiplexing in optical fiber networks. We compare the achiev-

able information rates (AIRs) of the wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) and nonlinear frequency-division

multiplexing (NFDM) in a network scenario. It is shown that the NFDM AIR is greater than the WDM AIR in

a representative system with five users. The results presented in this report have been published in [2].

2 Introduction

One factor limiting data rates in optical communication is that linear multiplexing is applied to the nonlinear

optical fiber. To address this limitation, NFDM was introduced [1, 3, 4]. NFDM is a signal multiplexing scheme

based on the nonlinear Fourier transform (NFT), which represents a signal in terms of its discrete and continuous

nonlinear Fourier spectra. In this approach, users’ signals are multiplexed in the nonlinear Fourier domain and

propagate independently in a model of the optical fiber described by the lossless noiseless nonlinear Schrödinger

(NLS) equation.

To demonstrate NFDM high data rates, we consider the NLS equation in the defocusing regime, which has

several advantages. First, the operator L in the Lax pair underlying the channel in the NFT is self-adjoint.

Consequently, solitons, the less tractable part of the NFT, are absent. Second, numerical algorithms are robust

in this regime. Third, the analyticity of the one of the nonlinear Fourier coefficients can be exploited to efficiently

compute these coefficients from the NFT of signal. For this case, we show that the AIR of NFDM is greater than

that of WDM, subject to a bandwidth and average signal power constraint.

3 Channel Model

The propagation of a signal in the single-mode single-polarization optical fiber with ideal distributed amplification

can be modeled by the stochastic NLS equation. The equation in the normalized form reads [3, Eqs. 1–3]

j
Bq
Bz “ B2q

Bt2 ´ 2s|q|2q ` npt, zq, (1)

where qpt, zq : R ˆ R`
0 ÞÑ C is the complex envelope of the signal as a function of time t and distance z along

the fiber, npt, zq is (zero-mean) white circular symmetric complex Gaussian noise, and j
∆“ ?´1. Here, s

∆“ ´1 in

the focusing regime (corresponding to the fiber with anomalous dispersion) and s
∆“ `1 in the defocusing regime

(corresponding to the fiber with normal dispersion). The fiber length is denoted by L.
In this review, we consider a network environment. This refers to a communication network with the following

set of assumptions [1, Sec. II. B. 3]: (1) there are multiple transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) pairs; (2) there

are add-drop multiplexers (ADMs) in the network. The signal of the user-of-interest can co-propagate with the

signals of the other users in part of the link. The location and the number of ADMs are unknown; (3) each

TX and RX pair does not know the incoming and outgoing signals in the path that connects them. A link in a

network environment is shown in Fig. 1.

To make use of the available fiber bandwidth, data in modulated in disjoint frequency bands in WDM. The

AIRs of WDM — sometimes referred to as the “nonlinear Shannon limit — are presented in [5], [6] and references

therein. Fig. 2 (a) shows the WDM AIR as a function of the average input power in a network environment. It

can be seen that the AIR vanishes (or saturates in a modified scheme [7]) as the input power tends to infinity.
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Fig. 1. An optical fiber link in a network environment.

In contrast to WDM, NFDM is fundamentally compatible with the channel [1,3,4]. NFDM exploits a particular

structure in the channel model, in order to achieve interference-free communication. It is based on the observation

that the deterministic NLS equation supports nonlinear Fourier “modes” which have an important property that

they propagate independently in the channel, the key to build a multi-user system. The tool necessary to reveal

independent signal degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) is the NFT. Based on the NFT, NFDM is constructed which can

be viewed as a generalization of Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) in linear channels to the

nonlinear optical fiber. Exploiting the integrability property, NFDM modulates non-interacting signal DoFs in

the channel.

4 Nonlinear Frequency Division Multiplexing

In this section, we review NFT and NFDM from [2].

4.1 Review of the Nonlinear Fourier Transform

Let T : H ÞÑ H be a compact (linear) map on a separable complex Hilbert space H with the inner product x., .y.
Consider the channel

Y
∆“ T pXq ` N, (2)

where X is the input signal, Y is the output signal and N is Gaussian noise on H. The channel can be discretized

by projecting signals and noise onto an orthonormal basis pϕλqλPN of H

␣

X,Y,N
( “

8
ÿ

λ“1

␣

Xλ, Yλ, Nλ

(

ϕλ, (3)

where Xλ, Yλ, Nλ P C are DoFs. This results in a discrete model

Yλ “ HλXλ `
ÿ

µ‰λ

HλµXµ

looooomooooon

linear interactions

`Nλ, (4)

where Hλµ “ xTϕµ, ϕλy and Hλ
∆“ Hλλ. Depending on the choice of basis, interactions in (4) could refer to

inter-symbol interference (ISI) in time, inter-channel interference in frequency, etc.

Suppose that T is diagonalizable and has a set of eigenvectors forming an orthonormal basis of H, e.g. , when
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Fig. 2. (a) Capacity bounds; (b) the absolute value of the NFT as a function of complex frequency.

T is self-adjoint [3, Thm. 6]. In this basis, interactions in (4) are zero and

Yλ “ HλXλ ` Nλ, (5)

where Hλ is an eigenvalue of T . As a result, the channel is decomposed into parallel independent scalar channels

for λ “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Interactions in (4) arise if the basis used for communication is not compatible with the channel. As a special

case, let H “ L2
ppr0, T sq and T be the convolution map T pXq ∆“ Hptq ˙ Xptq, where Hptq P L1pRq is the channel

filter and ˙ denotes convolution. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of T are

ϕλptq “ 1?
T

expp´jλω0tq, ω0
∆“ 2π

T ,

and Hλ
∆“ FpHqpλω0q. The Fourier transform maps convolution to a multiplication operator according to (5),

where Xλ, Yλ and Nλ are Fourier series coefficients. Interference and ISI are absent in the Fourier basis. OFDM

is a technology in which information is modulated in independent spectral amplitudes Xλ, λ P N.
We explain NFDM in analogy with OFDM. First, we define the NFT as follows. Consider the operator

L
∆“ j

¨

˚

˝

B
Bt ´qptq

sq˚ptq ´ B
Bt

˛

‹

‚

, (6)

where qptq P L1pRq is the signal. Let vpλ, tq ∆“ rv1, v2sT be an eigenvector of L corresponding to the eigenvalue λ,

i.e.,

Lv “ λv. (7)

The eigenvalues λ of L are called nonlinear frequencies. They are complex numbers whose real and imaginary

parts have physical significance [1, Ex. 1]. Define the normalized eigenvector

upt, λq ∆“
˜

apt, λq
bpt, λq

¸

,
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where

a
∆“ ejλtv1, b

∆“ e´jλtv2, (8)

with the initial condition up´8, λq “
´

1, 0
¯T

. The nonlinear Fourier coefficients are apλq ∆“ ap8, λq and bpλq ∆“
bp8, λq. The value of the NFT at the nonlinear frequency λ P R, called the spectral amplitude, is bpλq{apλq.

If λ is a simple eigenvalue in the upper half complex plane C`, it can be shown that apλq “ 0. As a result,

the spectral amplitude for λ P C` is b{a1, where prime denotes differentiation. It can be shown that apλq is an

analytic function of λ in C` [3, Lem. 4]. Thus, nonlinear frequencies in C` consist of the discrete set of (simple)

zeros of apλq denoted by pλiqiPN , where N ∆“ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu, N P N. If s “ 1, the operator L is self-adjoint; thus N
is empty and nonlinear frequencies are real.

To summarize, the NFT of qptq P L1pRq with respect to the L operator (6) is a function Qpλq of the complex

frequency λ P C, defined as

Qpλq ∆“

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

bpλq
apλq , λ P R,

bpλiq
a1pλiq , λi P C`, i P N .

The functions q̂pλq ∆“ Qpλq, λ P R, and q̃pλiq ∆“ Qpλiq, λi P C`, are called, respectively, the continuous and

discrete spectrum.

Let Qpλ, zq be the NFT of qpt, zq with respect to t. The important property of the NFT is that, if qpt, zq
propagates in (1) with noise set to zero, we have

Qpλ,Lq “ Hpλ,LqQpλ, 0q, (9)

where Hpλ,Lq ∆“ exppj4sλ2Lq is the all-pass-like channel filter. It follows that, just as the Fourier transform

converts a linear convolutional channel into a number of parallel independent channels in frequency, the NFT

converts the nonlinear dispersive channel (1) in the absence of noise into a number of parallel independent

channels in nonlinear frequency. In NFDM information is modulated in independent spectral amplitudes Qpλq
for every λ.

4.2 Review of the NFDM

We consider a multi-user system with Nu users and Ns symbols per user. Linear and nonlinear (passband)

bandwidths are denoted, respectively, by B and W . Users operate in equally-spaced non-overlapping intervals

of width W0
∆“ W {Nu Hz in the nonlinear frequency l

∆“ λ{2π. User k is centered at the nonlinear frequency

l “ kW0 and operates in the nonlinear frequency interval

Wk
∆“ “

kW0 ´ W0

2
, kW0 ` W0

2

‰

, k1 ď k ď k2.

where k1
∆“ ´

Y

Nu

2

]

and k2
∆“

Q

Nu

2

U

´ 1, in which txu and rxs denote, respectively, rounding x P R to nearest

integers towards minus and plus infinity.
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4.2.1 NFDM Transmitter

Let pΦℓpλqqℓ2ℓ“ℓ1
be an orthogonal basis for signals supported on W0 in the nonlinear frequency domain. NFDM

begins with computing the signal

Upλ, 0q ∆“
k2
ÿ

k“k1
loomoon

linear mux

˜

ℓ2
ÿ

ℓ“ℓ1

skℓΦℓpλ ´ 2πkW0q
¸

loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

linear mod.

, (10)

where pskℓ qℓ2ℓ“ℓ1
are symbols of the user k drawn from a constellation Ξ.

Taking the inverse Fourier transform F´1 of (10) with respect to λ

upτ, 0q ∆“
k2
ÿ

k“k1

˜

ℓ2
ÿ

ℓ“ℓ1

skℓϕℓpτq
¸

ej2πkW0τ , (11)

where ϕℓpτq ∆“ F´1
`

Φℓpλq˘, ∥ϕℓpτq∥ “ 1. The variable τ can be interpreted as the nonlinear time (measured in

seconds), the Fourier-conjugate of the nonlinear frequency l “ λ{2π (measured in Hz). Typically,

ϕℓpτq ∆“ ϕpτ ´ ℓT0q, (12)

where the pulse shape ϕpτq and T0 are chosen so that |Fpϕqpfq|2 satisfies the Nyquist zero-ISI criterion for T0.

Given Upλ, 0q, the transmitted NFT signal is

q̂pλ, 0q “
´

s ´ se´ s
2 |Upλ,0q|

2
¯

1
2

ejArgpUpλ,0qq, (13)

where Upλ, 0q “ Fpupτ, 0qq. The transformation (13) ensures that the signal energy in time, frequency, nonlinear

time and nonlinear frequency are the same, which is convenient for modulation. Finally, the signal is computed

in the time domain using the inverse NFT (INFT)

qpt, 0q “ INFTpq̂pλ, 0qq,

and sent over the channel.

4.2.2 NFDM Receiver

At the receiver, first the NFT is applied to qpt,Lq to obtain q̂pλ,Lq. Then, channel equalization is performed

q̂epλ,Lq ∆“ H´1pλ,Lqq̂pλ,Lq, (14)

where Hpλ,Lq is the channel filter in (9). Next, Uepλ,Lq is computed from q̂epλ,Lq according to the inverse of

the transformation (13)

Uepλ,Lq ∆“
´

´2s logp1 ´ s |q̂pλ,Lq|2q
¯

1
2

ejArgpq̂pλ,Lqq, (15)
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Fig. 3. The AIRs of NFDM and WDM, and the capacity upper bound.

where Argpq̂q is the phase of q̂. Finally, the received symbols are

ŝkℓ “ 1

2π

8
ż

´8

Uepλ,LqΦ˚
ℓ pλ ´ 2πkW0qdλ. (16)

Alternatively, uepτ,Lq ∆“ F´1pUepλ,Lqq can be computed. The received symbols at the output are obtained

by match filtering

ŝkℓ “
8
ż

´8

uepτ,Lqϕ˚
ℓ pτqe´j2πkW0τdτ.

5 Comparison of the Achievable Rates

In this section, we compare the AIRs of WDM and NFDM in the defocusing regime, subject to the same bandwidth

and average power constraints.

We consider an optical fiber network with the standard single-mode fiber, with the loss coefficient α “
0.046 km´1, chromatic dispersion D “ 17 ps{pnm´kmq and nonlinearity parameter γ “ 1.27 pW.kmq´1. The

power spectral density of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise arising from the distributed Raman

amplification is σ2
0

∆“ 6.48 ˆ 10´21 W{pkm.Hzq.
We consider a simple network consisting of a link with 2000 km, one ADM at TX and one at RX. The ADM

at RX is a filter in the frequency in WDM, and a filter in the nonlinear frequency in NFDM. In WDM, back-

propagation is applied to the filtered signal according to the NLS equation. The corresponding equalization in

NFDM is given by (14). To keep the computational complexity manageable, we choose Nu “ 5 and Ns “ 1. The

results have been extended by FONTE researchers to larger values of Nu and Ns. The total linear bandwidth is

B “ 100 GHz, and the pulse shape ϕpτq is root raised cosine with 25 % excess bandwidth.

We approximate the channel after equalization by the discrete memoryless channel s00 ÞÑ ŝ00 in the linear or
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Fig. 4. Received symbols for four transmitted symbols in (a) NFDM, and (b) WDM.

nonlinear frequency. The AIR at the average signal power P is defined as the maximum of the mutual information

over the probability distribution pps0q ∆“ pS0
ps0q:

RpPq ∆“ max
pps0q

Ips0; ŝ0q,
E|s0|2 “ P,

measured in bits per two real (one complex) dimensions (bits/2D) [8, Chap. 2]. The constellation Ξ consists of

Nr “ 32 or 64 rings each with Nϕ “ 128 phase points. The number of signal samples in time and nonlinear

frequency is N “ M “ 16384. We estimate the transition probabilities s00 ÞÑ ŝ00 based on 4000 simulations of the

stochastic NLS equation.

Fig. 3 shows the AIRs of NFDM and WDM. As expected, the WDM AIR characteristically vanishes as the

input power is increased more than an optimal value P˚ « ´10 dBm. In contrast, the NFDM AIR continues to

increase for P ą P˚ — at least up to the maximum power in Fig. 3 where we could perform simulations. The

channel capacity is upper bounded by log2p1 ` SNRq, where SNR “ P{pσ2
0BLq is the signal-to-noise ratio. This

upper bound in Fig. 3 is not a perfect straight line, because the power in the horizontal axis is based on the 99%

time duration.

Fig. 4 (a) shows the received symbols corresponding to four transmitted symbols in NFDM. The size of the

‘clouds” does not increase notably as |s00| is increased. The corresponding constellation in WDM at the same

power is presented in Fig. 4(b). The WDM clouds in Fig. 4(b) are bigger than the NFDM clouds in Fig. 4(a).

Note that in WDM, there is a rotation of symbols, even after back-propagation. This rotation, which is about

γLP (γ being the nonlinearity coefficient), is due to the cross-phase modulation; see [9, Eq. 21].

6 Conclusions

We briefly reviewed the linear and nonlinear frequency division multiplexing in fiber-optic communication. It was

shown that the NFDM AIR is greater than the WDM AIR for a given power and bandwidth, in an integrable

model of the optical fiber in the defocusing regime, and in a representative system with one symbol per user.

While the work serves as a good starting point, further research on the nonlinear multiplexing is needed.
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